Abstract-Packet loss degrades the performance of various cloud services and reliability still plays a critical role in data center network. In this paper, we propose an approach to achieve reliability by strategically spreading traffic onto concurrent multiple paths while FEC is employed. Moreover, to fully develop the potential of path diversity, the rate allocation problem across multiple paths is studied and we propose a heuristic polynomial optimal algorithm to find a rate vector to maximize the mathematical expectation of correctly received packets in one FEC group. Extensive experiments are conducted utilizing packet-level traces from real data center networks and the evaluation results demonstrate clearly that our approach achieves high reliability effectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past several years, a wide variety of cloud services have become focuses of attention [1]- [4] . The typical applications distributed across tens to hundreds of thousands servers in data center network include not only Internet-facing applications, such as web search and social network, but also data-intensive applications, which are represented by MapReduce [5] . The near realtime nature of these applications consisting of large scale distributed work flows in data center leads to each work flow should be completed within its deadline.
Nevertheless, packet loss causing retransmission will increase the propagation delay. For data-intensive application, missing deadline means accuracy of aggregate final result will reduce in Partition/Aggregate design pattern. As well as for interactive application, it will degrade the user experience significantly. Hence, reliability still plays a significant role in maintaining application performance, and furthermore, the design of architecture and transmission technology in data center network.
It is widely agreed that path diversity would offer higher aggregate bandwidth while bring enhancements to reliability. This idea also can be applied over data center network smoothly. Several current research [6] - [9] for Data Center Network (DCN) architecture propose to set up much denser interconnects to maximize the network bisection bandwidth. Consequently, utilizing the plentiful spare capacity throughout the data center, edge-disjoint complete graphs will be created natively and multiple parallel paths will be provided between any pair of servers. Fig. 1 illustrates the samples of path diversity in Bcube, FatTree and VL2, in which node 01 is sender and node09 is receiver. For simplicity, we only mark two paths. Unfortunately, many recent measurement works for data center network [10] - [12] reveal that packet loss occurring within data center network also often exhibits burstiness like Internet, and traffic is generally unpredictable as traffic patterns in data center network changes nearly constantly. Although there are rich connection resources, congestion still may happen when average link utilization is low, moreover, the packet loss is independent of link usage and packet loss probability at links with low utilization may be greater than links with persistently high utilization.
ECMP [13] is a commonly used technique to spread traffic flow across rich multiple redundant paths through hashing packet's header under the assumption that all paths have equal cost. As well as Valiant Load Balancing (VLB), adopted in the [6] , forwarding packets randomly on a per-flow basis, can be viewed as another version of ECMP over a virtual layer-2 infrastructure [14] . However, several researches reveal that ECMP cannot leverage path redundancy in data center network efficiently [11] , [12] . Utilizing this static fashion to map traffic flows onto paths can cause collision on some paths, and as a result, although most of links in data center network show low utilization, a small number of links will suffer persistent congestion. Therefore, reliability poses significant challenge, and the improvement of application performance as well as user experience depends in large part on how well the data center network handles this type of bursty loss.
Forward Error Correction (FEC) is a well-known mechanism to combat bursty loss. Through coding M original packets and K redundant packets into one group in sender node, receiver node can decode the whole FEC group successfully and reconstruct original data when it obtains more than M packets even if packet loss event exists. Because FEC mechanism satisfies the delay constraints as well as the introduced bandwidth expansion can be handled well by the aggregate bandwidth, FEC is suitable to be applied in data center network. Hence, the key metric to improve reliability is to develop a technique to ensure receiver node get enough packets.
Let us suppose that packet loss events over each path are irrelevant, the probability of all paths occur occasional congestion and drop packet at the same time is very low. Intuitively, due to existence of consecutive packet loss, if we allocate appropriate traffic for each path according to its loss feature and reschedule packet transmission properly, the existing packet loss pattern will be broken, moreover, this concurrent multipath transmission will perform better than the case only using a single path. Furthermore, combined with FEC, more reliability will be achieved. So far, the problem transfers to how to find the proper optimal rate allocation (RA) over multiple concurrent paths to maximize the expected number of received packets.
The problem of rate allocation across concurrent multipath is shown to be NP-hard [15] . This paper introduces a heuristic optimal algorithm for aforementioned problem in data center network, and we present evaluation results showing that significant reduction in packet loss rate can be achieved by using path diversity together with FEC. It should be noted that our algorithm can also be applied in other network environment, such as Internet and wireless mesh network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system model and the formulation of the problem. In Section III, we present our algorithm to determine the optimal rate allocation. We give the evaluation methodology and results in Section IV and discuss related works in Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section we discuss the channel model, system model, and the formulation of the problem. Table I summarizes our notations. The expected number of received packets for a FEC block containing S packets over N paths ̃,
The optimal expected number of received packets for a FEC block containing S packets over N paths ̃o pt The optimal rate vector
A. Channel Model
Since FEC can recover lost packet only if enough packets are received correctly, the bursty loss degrades performance of FEC. Hence to study the reliability of data center network, at first we should understand the behavior of packet loss in DCN. Recently many efforts have been made to capture temporal loss behavior and introduce a variety of Markov models, such as 2-state Gilbert model, the n-state extended Gilbert model, the General Markov model, and the hidden Markov model.
As shown in [16] , in comparison with other models, nstate extended Gilbert model, proposed by Sanneck [17] , is a more general model for capturing dependencies among loss events, as well as 2-state Gilbert model is a special case of it, meanwhile from the perspective of complexity, n-state extended Gilbert model only requires the past n consecutive loss events, as opposed to remembering n 2 events in the General Markov model. Obviously, a good balance can be achieved between model accuracy and simplicity in n-state extended Gilbert model. In this paper, we view practicality as a more important factor, hence we assume the n-state extended Gilbert model for end-to-end channel in data center network to model bursty traffic for its simplicity and mathematics tractability. It should be noted that all analytical results in this paper remain valid for any model. Fig. 2 demonstrates how the n-state extended Gilbert model works.
As shown in Fig. 2 , a model has n (0,1,…,n-1) states. Each state i indicates there exists exact i consecutive lost packets in current loss event, except for state n-1 which means the run length of consecutive loss is at least n-1 or more. In Markov model, the loss probability vector L = [l 0 ,l 1 ,…,l n-1 ] is another important parameter, while l i denotes the loss probability of state i. Obviously in extended Gilbert model, l 0 = 0 and 0 i  , l i = 1, therefore the corresponding loss probability vector is L= [0,1,…,1] accordingly. The transition probability from state i to state j is denoted by p ij . It is worth mentioning that the n-state Gilbert model assumes only past n consecutive loss events will affect the future. A counter is utilized in the system to remember the number of consecutive lost packets which will return to 0 with the occurrence of a successful transmission. Therefore for a new packet in state i, there are two cases only. It will either be transmitted successfully and reset the counter to 0, or get lost and increase the counter by 1. Hence only two states, p i(i+1) and p i0 =1-p i(i+1) ,are allowed to be successive state for state i, as well as the corresponding transition matrix has only 2n non-zero entries consequently, which is: The steady probability of n-state extended Gilbert model, W = [w 0 ,w 1 ,…,w n-1 ], can be calculated as follows:
(1)
To calculate its parameters, in this paper we use following equations:
where m i denotes the number of loss events having length i, and k = 2,3,…,n-1. Fig. 3 illustrates our system model. Forward Error Correction is used for error correction over noisy communication channels. The key idea of this technique is through adding additional redundancy into information before transmission, the destination node can recover all original information even if it receives only a subset of original information in lossy environment. As shown in the figure, in source node, standard FEC code RS(S,M) creates K=S-M redundant packets for original M packets resulting in a total of S packets. Rate allocator computes the rate vector R= [r 0 ,r 1 , …, r N-1 ]( r i ≥ 0 , i = 0,1,…,N-1) according to information about performance of each path, and spreads traffic onto N paths. Consequently, S' packets will arrive at the destination node because of the existence of packet loss, where S'≤S. Destination node has ability to use correctly received S' to reconstruct all the original packets completely, if and only if S'≥M. Obviously, maximizing the mathematical expectation of S' is the optimization objective of rate allocation problem. 
B. System Model

C. Rate Allocation Problem Formulation
Packet loss degrades the efficiency of FEC if a large number of packets lost and destination node cannot obtain enough packets to recover lost packets. Consider given an FEC group containing S packets, there are O(N S )ways to distribute these packets onto N paths. Due to different loss packet characteristic of each path, different traffic allocation will result in destination node receiving different numbers of packets, in other words, different rate allocation will affect the bursty packet loss behavior. Therefore our objective is to find an optimal rate allocation which can maximize the expected number of received packets to ensure the entire FEC group to be decoded correctly.
The rate allocation problem over multipath in data center network can be formally specified as follows.
Definition: (Optimal Rate Allocation Problem in DCN) Given N independent paths between source node and destination node in data center network as shown in Fig1, given loss feature of each path and a packet block containing S packets which is already performed FEC coding, the objective of optimal rate allocation problems to find a vector R = [r 0 ,r 1 , …, r N-1 ]( r i ≥ 0 , i = 0,1,…,N-1) to maximize the mathematical expectation of received packets, , .
Obviously ∑ −1 =0
= S, and there also exist some other constraints. Let T be the packet block transmit delay constraint required by application, let B i be bandwidth of path i, the main constraint is max =0… ≤ , otherwise, the whole block will be useless. In this paper we assume the vector satisfies above constraint for simplicity.
III. RATE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
RA problem is proved to be NP-hard, and under the assumption of multiple paths are independent, CentralLimit Theorem is always utilized to analyze the RA Journal of Communications Vol. 10, No. 12, December 2015 ©2015 Journal of Communications problem and be the fundamental basis of solution [18] , [19] . However, the study in [15] reveals that CentralLimit Theorem is not the suitable tool.
In this paper, we propose a heuristic polynomial runtime algorithm to compute optimal RA over infinite number of paths from the perspective of practicability. The computation to solve Optimal Rate Allocation Problem in DCN is a process to find the maximum expectation and our basic strategy is decomposing the algorithm into two steps, E process and M process. In E process, we estimate the probability of number of received packet for one path and compute the overall mathematical expectation , for a given rate vector R. In M process, a dynamic programming based algorithm is employed to find the rate allocation resulting in the maximum ̃, over multiple paths.
A. E Process
The key point in computing , is how to estimate probablities of receiving different number of packets. We address this challenge by utilizing n-state extended Gilbert model mentioned in Section II (A) to capture the packet loss character.
Let L= [l 0 , l 1 ,…l n-1 ] denote the loss probability vector for n states and P=[p ij ] denote the probability transition matrix. Let ( , ) denote the probability of the phenomenon in which k out of s packets are lost while the initial state is i and the end state is j in one independent path. To compute ( , ), we partition the problem into two sub-problems, ( − 1, − 1) and ( , − 1) , according to the nth packet is lost or not. We solve these sub-problems recursively and then combine solutions. Therefore we can compute ( , ) as follows:
( , ) = ∑ ( ( − 1, − 1)
q is the intermedia state, and obviously, ( , ) satisfies:
where w i is the steady probability of state i. Due to the sub-problems in each step are overlap, we apply dynamic programming algorithm in the computation and utilizing a table to store intermedia solution to avoid redundant computing.
In the case of given ( − 1, − 1) and ( , − 1), the complexity of computing Γ ( , ) is O(S 2 n), and because we use a table to store intermediate values, the size of memory space we need is O(NSn). let Q l (k,s) denotes the probability of k out of s packets are lost in path l as well as G l (k,s) be the probability of k out of s packets are received successfully in path l. We enumerate all of the state transition and accumulate their probability to obtain Q l (k,s). And G l (k,s) can be computed according to Q l (k,s).
Therefore, given the rate allocation vector R of a FEC block containing S packets, as shown in equation (9), the mathematical expectation of number of successfully received packets on N paths can be computed utilizing dynamic programming algorithm.
The complexity of computing G l (k,s) and , is O(n 
B. M Procss
The next task is to find the optimal rate allocation R which result in the maximum expected number of received packets, ̃, .The main challenge is the huge search space, there are N S ways to distribute a FEC block containing S packets onto N paths. Firstly we analyze the structure of ̃, , and it is easily to observe that the optimal solution to ̃, incorporates the related sub-problems,̃− 1, ′ ( ′ ≤ ) . Hence, our basic strategy is based on E process, we compute the value of ̃, recursively in a bottom-up fashion. Furtheremore, because the subproblems are overlaopping, memoization algorithm, an alternative approach to dynamic programming which saving the results of each sub-problem in a table, is applied in our algorithm to achieve efficiency.
The pseudocode of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig.4 . The algorithm takes the number of paths Nand the size of FEC block S as inputs, and it returns the rate allocation which results in the optimal expected number of received packets.
Let be the mathmatical expect of spread i packet s onto l paths, ̃ denotes the optimal as well as represents the rate for nth path to achieve ̃. Obviously is the key factor to compute ̃ and we store each in a table for inquiry after obtain it. The algorithm enumerates all possible allocations for 1 to N-1 paths to compute the solution of subproblem. The innermost for loop, in lines 3-10, tries each remainder packets for nth paths, combined with the optimal solution of subproblem for n-1 paths to determine which allocation vector can result in the optimal expected number. ⃗⃗⃗⃗ denotes the vector of probabilities of receiving from 0 to p packets in l th path, as well as G l (i, p) are computed in the E process. Lines 8-10 save better value of in each iteration, and the corresponding traffic alloction for nth path. The for loop in lines 11-13 iterates the number of path N in reverse order, and in each iteration according to the remainder packet number and path number, it is easy to obtain , moreover, the ̃ can be returnedconsequently.Since we precompute each G l (k,s) and store them, the complexity for M process is O(NS 2 ), and memory space of size O(NS) is required.
C. Packet Sending Algorithm
This subsection discusses for a sending procedure in the source node, how to distribute a FEC group onto multiple paths utilizing the optimal RA vector ̃. As mentioned above, the sending behavior of the source node will affect the burst loss event and continuous loss event significantly, so the sending procedureshould spread packets evenly on all N paths within the rate contraint determined by the upper application. In this paper, we use following method to spread packets and the pseudocode is illustated in Fig. 5 . In the first for loop, line 1-5, we assign each path a point value, p l , according to the proportion of their rate in the total packet number. In fact p l is interval of sending packets for path l compared to single path transmission scheme, and also can be viewed as the priority for path lin the sendingprocess, lower point value means higher actual priority.The second forloop, line3-7, shows when sending procedure sends a packet, the path with highest priority will be selected. And after sending, p l resets to the original values for path l, as well as other paths raise their priority.
IV. EVALUATION
We have performed a series of experiments on a packet level, discrete event network simulator to study the performance of algorithms presented in this paper. This section introduces the method of our evaluation and then discusses the evaluation results.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm in a more realistic environment, we utilized packet-level traces presented in [11] . The work of [11] studies the network traffic in 10 data centers including not only data centers offering Internet-facing applications, but also data centers used to MapReduce style applications.
Because repeated sequence numbers in TCP header means retransmission of the corresponding packets according to TCP retransmission scheme, in order to characterize the packet loss behavior, we utilized statistics of sequence number in one TCP connection to approximate packet loss rate for the corresponding network path. We selected more than 600 paths for simulation, and Fig. 6 shows the CDF of raw loss rate of the path set, in which the mean loss rate is 0.1118, meanwhile about 70% of these paths' loss rate is lower than 0.1161. always allocates all of packets to the path who has lowest loss rate. In case of paths have same quality, the procedure selects one path randomly.  OptRA: The algorithm presented in this paper.  SubRA: Suboptimal rate allocation algorithm introduced in [15] . In our simulation, we utilized RS code whose complexity is O(N 2 ). It should be noted that other erasure codes such as LT code, Raptor code are also can be applied in this mechanism.
For all evaluations in this paper, the size of FEC group is set to be 40 as well as we applied different numbers of redundancy packet, i.e., K=4, 8, 12 and 16. In order to compare the performance of different rate allocation schemes, we adopt probability of successfully decoding whole FEC group as the metric of performance. Each experiment was performed 100 times and the mean results are presented. sending packet qusing path j where pj= min(p0 ,p1,..., pN-1)
fort ←1:N and t≠j 10.
The simulation was employed 10 times and in each test we randomly selected two paths whose loss rates are in the range of [0.92, 0.97]. Table II depicts the details. The results show that OptRA and SubRA achieve better performance than other two algorithms while Best Path D outperforms Equal D in all cases. When the number of redundant packets is small, the difference in performance of different algorithms is very obvious, as well as with the value of K increases, the gap between these algorithms becomes smaller. This phenomenon indicates that study on rate allocation algorithm is very valuable for the lossy environment where the bandwidth is limited. SubRA achieves similar performance with OptRA, but it needs to be called N times for N paths, instead of obtaining all results just running once. The complexity of SubRA, which is O(S 2 M 2 +S 3 N+n 2 S 2 ), is obviously higher than OptRA. We also observed in simulations that in the case of running long time without re-computing the rate, the Best Path D will dominate all others. Fig. 7 plots performance comparison between various levels of FEC protection and different numbers of paths whose loss rates are in the range of [0.88,0.92] for 5-state Gilbert Model. In the figure, horizontal axis represents the value of K, the number of redundant packets, as well as vertical axis represents the successful decoding probability. These illustrative results show that as the number of paths and K increase, the successful probability in general increases. For single path transmission, when K=4, the probability is 0.5871. Increasing the number of path to 8, the corresponding probability increases to 0.7477. Furthermore, if we increase K to 8 at the same time, the probability will achieve 0.9919.
We also show the performance for 3-state Gilbert Model in Fig. 8 while the loss rates of paths are in the range of [0.91, 0.94]. Although we used less states to model packet loss, we got the similar overall trend. Curve of single path which does not have path diversity exhibits poor performance, whereas the case of 8 paths consistently exhibits high quality. Fig. 8 . Rate allocation using 3-state gilbert model Fig. 9 illustrates the dynamic process of rate allocation of our algorithm, using probability and rate as function of time. In this evaluation we set N=2 , K=8 and use 5-states Gilbert Model. Fig. 9(a) shows results of three cases, using 2 concurrent paths and using path 1 and path 2 along respectively. As shown in the figure, path 1 is better than path 2. From Fig. 9 (b) , we can see in order to pursuit high reliability, although our algorithm assigns more than 30 packets onto path 1, it still allocates a small part of packets to path 2.The experimental result in Fig. 9(a) indicates that the path diversity with our algorithm achieves the highest probability. 
A. Path Diversity in Data Center Network
Recently, many researches on data center network architecture utilize rich path diversity to provide high bandwidth and low latency for wide varieties of cloud computing services. As well as under the assumption that all paths have equal cost, ECMP is the most commonly adopted scheme in data center network to utilize rich path diversity efficiently through splitting workflows and distributing them onto multiple paths according to a hash of five-tuple in each packet. Similarly, VLB spreads traffic flows randomly onto multiple paths over a virtual layer-2 infrastructure. In order to uncouple the tight tie between routing protocol and specific topology, Ref. [20] proposes GARDEN, an addressing, routing and traffic scheduling protocol on arbitrarily layered topologies for Journal of Communications Vol. 10, No. 12, December 2015 ©2015 Journal of Communications data center network. GARDEN forms the network utilizing a multi-rooted tree structure and employs the multiple-locator mechanism to exploit path diversity resulting in bringing efficient support for path diversity routing, load balancing and fault tolerance.
In order to leverage topological advantage, Fung Po Tso et al. [21] seek to introduce traffic engineering technique into data center network gracefully to fully exploit path diversity. They implement a practical Penalizing Exponential Flow splitting (PEFT) algorithm for DCN and modify link weight optimization, hence routers running PEFT will split and forward traffic for a set of unequal cost paths locally and independently. As a result, they improve network utilization and capacity more efficiently with the performance gain of at least 20 percent over ECMP. Baatdaat [22] is another flow-based scheduler for data center network to exploit topological redundancy and Baatdaat consists of OpenFlow switches. With the help of a single OpenFlow controller to collect link utilization statistics among aggregation switches, Baatdaat schedules flows over multiple paths to reduce maximum link utilization and improve flow completion time.
The work in [23] considers multicast in DCN. In order to take advantage of the rich path diversity commonly available in data center network, they make different multicast groups use different routing trees which leads to more balanced link utilizations and avoids congestion. Moreover, their scheme improves application data rate by up to 12%, and lowers packet loss by51%,on an average in comparison with traditional IP multicast.
The research literatures [24] , [25] focus on using muiltipath TCP as a replacement for regular single path TCP for data center network. Raiciu et al. [24] propose MPTCP to effectively and seamlessly utilize available bandwidth. MPTCP achieves improved throughput and better fairness on many topologies by exploring multiple paths simultaneously, balancing the load on several TCP sub-flows over different physical path and further moving traffic away from congestion. In [25] , an enhanced version of MPTCP, named A-MPTCP, is proposed. A-MPTCP defines and implements a cross-layer cooperation module, enhances its sub-flow creation mechanism so that an adequate number of sub-flows considering the underlying path diversity can be created.
B. Rate Allocation of Path Diversity
Recently, many efforts have been done to address the problem of rate allocation over multiple concurrent paths in wireless network and Internet. Ref. [26] concerns a scenario of multiple senders transmitting packets to a single receiver simultaneously. Assuming that all paths are independent, the work in [26] models path utilizing Gilbert Model and further, with FEC, a brute force search-based receiver-driven algorithm is proposed to spread packets among paths to enhance reliability. The work of Djukic and Valaee [16] focus on improving transmission performance by encoding group of packet using FEC and then transmitting fragments using multiple disjoint paths in wireless network. Based on an in-depth theoretical analysis, they study two rate allocation algorithms, blind load balancing and optimal load balancing, the difference is whether the receiver as path information or not. Their work reveals that even using blind load balancing which distributes traffic among paths uniformly, the lower Probability of Packet Loss (PPL) is achieved than single path transmission in most cases. Similar work is presented in [17] . Li et al model network with M-states Markov model and they apply Central-Limit Theorem to approximate the distribution of total number of packets among all paths with normal distribution, supposing the environment has a large number of packets distributed over a large number of paths. Based on the distribution, they proposed a pseudo polynomial algorithm to compute optimal rate allocation for all paths in order to achieve minimize expected number of lost data packets utilizing systematic FEC codes. However, the foundation of their algorithm, Central-Limit Theorem and normal distribution, is shown that not the suitable tools to solve the rate allocation problem in [15] . The research work in [15] aims to find the optimal rate allocation to minimize the probability of irrecoverable loss. Authors use Large Deviation Principle (LDP) to compute the distribution of lost packets, and their theoretical analysis proves that the probability of irrecoverable loss decays exponentially with the number of path. Furthermore, they present a heuristic suboptimal algorithm to compute rate allocation for practical environment. However, their algorithm needs to be called N times for N paths, instead of obtaining all results just running once like ours, i.e., the complexity of their algorithm is higher.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Reliability still plays a critical role in data center network and a natural way to deal with packet loss is utilizing the denser connection resources completely together with FEC. In this paper, we study the rate allocation problem across multiple paths and specify the optimization objective is to maximize the expected number of successfully received packets in one FEC group. Furthermore, a heuristic dynamic programmingbased algorithm is proposed to compute the optimal rate allocation in polynomial time. Finally, extensive experiment results show that high reliability can be achieved by using our approach in data center network.
